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1. Introduction 
1. Motivation and Intuitive Description. An electrical circuit is built up lrom a 
relatively large number of relatively simple basic elements. Furthermore, all basic 
elements can be classified as one terminal, two terminal, or three terminal elements. 
(In view of pentodes, chips, etc., this will be appropriately qualified later.) Antennas 
and grounds are one terminal elements; resistors, capacitors, self-inductances, etc. 
are two terminal elements; vacuum tubes, transistors are three terminal elements. 
Figure 1 shows the symbols used in electrical engineering for some two terminal 
elements, and below them the representation we will use. Our representation is 
simply a pair of oriented segments (N, MO), (N, M,); we note that the orientation of 
the segments points away from N. Similarly, Figure 2 shows conventional symbols 
for vacuum tubes and transistors, and our representation with three oriented 
segments tarting from a vertex N. q §l . 
Clearly, our symbol on Figure 1 cannot distinguish between the various two 
terminal elements. I-kwever, for some cases, a precise description can be made as 
follows. We introduce 
A=((i,ti)ER2), (2) 
where i will be the current intensity, and o the potential. For a two terminal element, 
we have (iO, oO) values in the segment (N, MO), and (il, uI) values in (N, A&). If the 
element is a resistor, then 
“1- “0 = rio (il = -io), (3) 
by Ohm’s law. (For the sign in parentheses in (3), see our convention above.) 
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Generally, for any two terminal element, we can take all possible pairs (iO, uO), 
(il, Q), i.e. all (io, oo, il, ol) and say that the physical characteristics of the element 
select a subset 
C(N)C{(io,uo,i,,ul)~AXA=R4}. (4) 
For example, in the case of the resistor, all four numbers compatible with (3) (and 
appropriately bounded) form C(N), i.e. the possible states of the element. Our 
representation of a two terminal element will be the graph consisting of two oriented 
segment, plus a set C(N) as in (4). 
Even superficial examination of living organisms uggests that their structure is, 
in some ways, similar to the structure of electrical circuits. In this paper we propose 
a generalization of the mathematical structure of electrical circuits, in the hope that 
these ‘generalized circuits’ may become useful in biology, in particular in the 
description of the central nervous system. To use computer terminology, our 
generalization concerns the ‘hardware’; there will be no question about 
‘programming’. 0 55. 
In the central nervous system a neuron may have connections with up to 60 030 
others, it seems. If we consider a neuron to be analogous to a single electrical 
element, we may represent i as a 60 000 terminal element; in fact, in our scheme, 
we must roughly double this number, hence consider it as a roughly 100 000 terminal 
element. If, for the purposes of the present discussion, we suppose that each 
tic ti ;;I, 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
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terminal may carry a current characterized by (i, u), the physical 
neuron may prescribe a set 
C(N)cA” (n- lOOOOO), 
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structure of the 
(6) 
where C(N) co;;ltains all possible distributions of the (i, u) values in the various 
terminals of the neuron N. 
Slightly generalizing this, by admitting more general /1, our basic assumptions 
concerning neurons are as follows: 
1. There is a fixed group or vector space A for characterizing the flow through 
a terminal. 088. 
2. A neuron N can be represented by a graph G(N) of oriented edges 
(NMo),..., (N, Mp) as on Figure 3. 049. 
3. A state of a neuron is given by a function (N, Mi) w Ai, Ai E A 9 i = 0, . . . , p. 
For each possible state, this sequence Ao, . . . , Ap belongs to a set C(N) c Ap+ ' as in 
(4), (6). If the sequence lo, . . . , Ap is not in C(N), a corresponding state cannot 
occur. q glO. 
We suppose that the organism, or the central nervous system, is built up from 
various types of neurons by identification of the M-points of one to the M-points 
of some others; this is the reason to double the number of terminals for neurons. 
This then is similar to the method used in electronics to build up a system. See Figure 
4. 0$X1. 
In electronics, the elements retain their properties when they are assembled in a 
system. We suppose that this also holds for our generalized circuits. If this 
hypothesis does not hold in nature, our results do not apply. q 0 12. 
So we arrive at the following characterization of the states of a system: A state 
is a function a associating with each ‘terminal’ ‘I a value a(r) in /1 giving the 
transport in r at the moment considered. This function must be such that, if we take 
all terminals of a neuron N, the values associated to these by a are in C(N). Con- 
versely, we suppose that any function a satisfying these conditions can be the state 
of the system at some moment. Cl 8 13. 
2. Resuk The chief aim of this paper is to formulate the above in precise 
MI 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4. 
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mathematical language. We will employ a few terms and notation which suggest 
the intuitive concepts used above, such as circuit, neural vertex, etc., in order to help 
to recall the definitions of these terms. Of course, when we use these terms in the 
formal setting, we may not imply properties not included in the definitions; con- 
versely, we cannot claim the validity of the results in nature. However, from time 
to time, we may come back to the discussion above for further motivations and 
directions. In that case, the real contents of the concepts, and the concrete inter- 
pret;itions of the results are the main questions. Eence, unless otherwise stated, it 
is generally understood that we only pursue the consequences of our definitions. In 
this sense, this is a purely mathematical and axiomatic theory. Concretely, in this 
paper, Sections 2-8 contain the mathematical theory, whereas this introduction, and 
Sections 9,10 are dealing with the possible applications. q lrj14. 
In the present paper, we lay the foundations, but little progress will be made on 
the general theory. We will go just far enough to show that the important sheaf 
cohomology groups introduced by J . Leray do naturally appear in this context (see 
(I 84j, and (194), (217)). More concrete11 , !%e ;“oliowing is a continuation and ap- 
plication of the algebraic theory of stacks (see [8]-[ 111). 04 15. 
We will also show that an aspect of the network theory of electrical engineering 
[S], [ 18) comes up in this context. It is not our primary aim to contribute to that 
theory. It is, however, a special case, and we must pay close attention to it. The con- 
venfionai mathematical framework for network theory is a graph, hence a 
l-dimensional simplicia! complex. Our theory requires for this case, roughly stated, 
2-dimensional complexes; it is strange that such a possibility is not considered in 
[ 12], for example. It is possible that this remark could become useful in network 
theory. However, in view of ‘circuit models of transistors’, etc. [16, Volume 2, p. 
182, and Figuire 9.41 we must come back to this question in subsequent publica- 
tions. - .$16. 
In other words, linear and non-linear networks of electrical engineering do satisfy 
our axioms in the conventional senbe. Consequently, our results must hold for them, 
but ma!: not be relevant, useful, or new. El 8 17. 
In order to compare our approach to others, such as [ 131, [20], etc., it INill be suf- 
ficient to repeat that our theory concerns the ‘hardware’ in computer parlance, 
Gcreas the places quoted, and all other similar works known to us discuss ‘pro- 
gramming’. (An exception is [IS] and related works to which we may come back 
later. 1 As already mentioned above, our present and forthcoming work connects this 
theory with homology theory . 1~1 the applications this means that for the circuitries 
of computers we need 2-dimensional spaces, whereas for the circuitries of central 
nervous systems 100 OOO-dimensional spaces. In possibly irreverent but probably 
numerically correct terms we may say: comparing a computer to a brain is like com- 
paring a mole-hill to Mount Everest. !Zl$lS. 
2. Circuits: Definitions and general remarks 
To be sure, there are several ways to formulate the intuitive description of the ln- 
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troduction in mathematical terms. We select here one way, which seems to be the 
most general, and the most convenient. This involves an abelian group or vector 
space /i, an oriented graph G, and for each vertex X of G a set of functions C(X). 
Let us first discuss these data separately. q §19. 
a. The group A. In what follows, n is an unspecified abelian group or vector space, 
which is fixed during the discussion, unless otherwise noted. U Intuitively speaking, 
the ‘transport in a terminal’ is measured with elements of 4, see (2), and paragraph 
8.’ Cl In some respects, the role of /1 is that of the coefficient group in 
cohomology theories. Admitting the case when /li is only a group, not a vector 
space, is necessary as we may have to deal with quantum numbers, etc. Cl We 
denote with /iO the ring of integers, if/i is an abelian group, and the field of coeffi- 
cients of /1, if it is a vector space. Cl In electrical engineering applications we may 
have (2), or 
/i = ((i,v,i’,v’)eR4), (20) 
where i, v are as in (2), and i’, v’ arf: the derivatives with respect o the time, whose 
values may be ‘initial data’, see -?ion 9. In this case /lo= R, the field of real 
numbers. In some engineering applications the field of complex numbers is needed. 
0 When we measure with A 4 the ‘quantity transported in the terminal’, we have 
to select a ‘direction of the terminal’ as reference for the measurement. Then we also 
must know what other value A* E /1 would be obtained, if opposite direction would 
be used for the ‘terminal’. For example, in the case of (2) or (20), the i-value would 
change sign, but the v-value would remain the same. Cl In general, we suppose 
given, by the data of the problem, an involutive automorphism A-A*((d +p)*= 
II*+/.l*,(cA)*=ch*,il.**= 1, J_, A*, ,u, u*E/~, c E: A,), such that A with one orientation 
of the ‘terminal’ means the same thing as A* with the opposite orientation. Cl For 
the /1 in (20): (i, v, i’, v’)*= (-i, v, -i’, v’). 
b. The graph G. A l-dimensional, finite, abstract simplicial complex is a finite set 
I;/, called set of vertices, plus a set of pairs of vertices; such a pair of (different) ver- 
tices is called an edge; the elements of the pair are said to be incident with the edge, 
or on the edge. 0 Let V and W be the set of vertices of two l-dimensional com- 
plexes, and let 
f:V-+W (21) 
’ In this paper, displayed formulas are numbered by a strictly increasing sequence of integers. These 
numbers also serve to locate paragraphs, definitions, theorems, etc. in references. If a paragraph con- 
tains displayed formulas, the number of the first of these also serves as the number of the paragraph. 
If a paragraph does not contain displayed formulas, then it is between displayed formulas (a) and (b) 
and the numbel of the paragraph is a number between a and b. For example, paragraph 19 is the one 
preceding paragraph 20, which contains the displayed (20). Definitions, theorems, lemmas, examples, 
remarks, etc., are paragraphs, hence are also numbered this way. On each page, there will be either a 
displayed formula, or a paragraph ending with C and the number of the paragraph. These numbers are 
used in references. 
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be a map of sets. We say that f is simplicial, provided that for every edge {X, Y } 
of the first complex, {fX,fy} is either an edge, or fl=fX. Cl We thus have the 
category whose objects are l-dimensional, finite, abstract simplicial complexes, and 
whose morphisms are simplicial maps. 0 For simplicity, a l-dimensional, finite, 
abstract simplicial complex will be called a graph (thus, by definition, our graphs 
have no loops or multiple edges, but may have isolated vertices). 
Given a graph G, we denote VeG the set of vertices of G, and EdC the set of edges 
of G. A simplicial map VeG *VeG’ will be denoted 
f:G-+G’. q (22) 
we will deal mostly with oriented graphs: one edge is an ordered pair; one vertex 
of an edge is the origin, the other the end point. If (X, Y) is an oriented edge, we 
may denote -(X, Y) the oppositely oriented edge, hence -(X, Y) = (Y, X). An 
oriented graph G is given by a set of vertices VeG and by a subset of VeG x VeG 
which avoids the diagonal and does not contain (Y, X), if it contains (X, Y). Alter- 
natively, it may be given by a graph plus an orientation for each edge (which is an 
order for the vertices of the edge). Thus a graph having k edges determines 2k 
oriented graphs. If G is oriented EdG denotes the set of its oriented edges. If G, G’ 
are oriented, we say that the simplicial map (22) preserves orientation, if 
(X, Y)E EdG, fX#fl implies (.fX,fY) E EdG’. 0 A subgraph A of G is given by 
a subset VeA of VeG plus a subset of the edges of G whose end points belong to 
VeA. Otherwise stated, the inclusion map VeA C VeG (also denoted A C G) is 
simplicial. If G is oriented, we take A with the induced orientation, i.e. with the one 
for which each edge of A has the same orientation in A as in G. 
Given G, and an XE VeG, we denote G(X) the graph formed by the edges 
radiating from X. More formally, G(X) is the subgraph of G consisting of all edges 
incident with X and their vertices. For example, if G is oriented, G(X) is oriented, 
and 
VeG(X) = (X) U { Y: +(X, Y) E EdG}; (23) 
EdG(X)=(+(X, Y): +(X, Y)eEdG}. (24) 
if G is not oriented, G(X) is not oriented either, and we replace +(X, Y) by {X Y} 
in these formulas. 
. l-~u!z~e~ functions. Given an oriented graph G, we consider all functions 
ti:EdG-+A d f’ d e me on the set of all oriented edges of G with values in A. This set 
of functions is a group (if ilO = 2, integers) or a vector space (if A0 is a field) under 
‘pointwise addition of functions’: (a + b)T = a7 + br for all TE EdG (the scalar 
multiplication being (E,a)r = A(ar), A E &). 0$25. 
Disct~ssion. If the edges of G are numbered from 1 to r, the function a can be con- 
sidered as a sequence of elements of A, or as a point of A’; vice versa, every point 
of A defines such a function. In the simplest electrical engineering applications, a 
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associates with each oriented edge a current value and a voltage value, when (2) is 
used as A; if, however, (20) is used, i’ and v’ values are also given by an a. q $26. 
c. Con&ion sets. If G is an oriented graph, and XE VeG, we consider the group 
or vector space {a 1 a : EdG(X)+A}, and 
C(X) c {a 1 a : EdO(X)+A} , (27) 
i.e. a subset of this group. Such a C(X) is called a condition set at X. 
Definition. We use the terminology and the conventions introduced above; see, in 
particular, a, b, c in paragraphs 20,21,27. By definition, a circuit Ct is a system 
Ct={A;G;C(X),XeVeG}, (28) 
where A is a group or vector space with involutive star automorphism called value 
group, G an oriented graph, called the graph of the circuit, and the other data the 
condition sets of the circuit; if necessary, Ct may be called a generalized circuit. A 
state of the circuit is a map a : EdG *A, such that 
a 1 EdG(X) E C(X) for all XE VeG (291 
where al . . . means the restriction of a. Hence, b)) definition, 
s(Ct)= {ala:EdG-+A, alEdG(X)EC(X), XeVeG} (30) 
is the set of states of the circuit (28). 
Example 1. Any electrical circuit can be considered as a generalized circuit, see 
Section 9. 0831. 
Example 2. G consists of the edges (N, M,), i = 0, . . . , p, and their endpoints, see 
Figure 3. C(M+A, i=O ,..., p, whereas C(N) is an arbitrary condition set. Then 
s(Ct) = C(N). Cl §32. 
Example 3. Using circuits described in Example 2, we can build up more fom- 
plicated circuits as follows. We set 
C*[2]={(A,A*)EA 1 A: AEA)n (33) 
Given an arbitrary circuit Ct, let us introduce a new vertex for the mid-point of each 
edge, let us orient every edge toward the new vertex, and let us introduce C*[2] as 
condition set for each new vertex. Using reorientations to be discussed below, we 
get a new circuit with essentially the ‘same’ set of states as the old circuit which is 
‘put together’ from circuits of Example 2. In this sense, every circuit can be built 
up from circuits of Example 2. 
Idealized aim. By definition, the set of states of a circuit is a subset of a group or 
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of a vector space whose dimension is k - r dim /i, where r is the number of the edges 
of the graph, Generally, k is a very large number, and the problem is to characterize 
the set of states better. This is the problem of ‘statics’. The problem of ‘dynamics’ 
would be to describe functions a(t), TV R, such that a&J be a state of Ct for every 
fO E R. Both problems are completely and usefully solved in specific particular cases 
in electrical engineering. In this context, and with further restrictions (two terminal 
elements), the problem of ‘statics’ was solved by Kirchhoff. This solution is the 
basis of everything in electrical engineering. In full generality, we cannot give a 
useful solution, but the statement of the problem, and the known partial solutions 
will guide us. Ll534. 
3. Transformations of circuits. Lumping and splitting 
1. As a first subject, we must deal with some very elementary (and, unfortunately, 
boring) questions concerning changing a given circuit. We cannot deal yet with some 
practical and clearly important problems uch as ‘circuit models of rransistors’ [ 16; 
Volume 2, p. 1821, determination of characteristics of vacuum tubes, etc., but our 
present remarks must prepare the way for such discussions, q §35. 
2. WC want to describe shortly the effect of ‘changing /1, and nothing else’ in a cir- 
cuit. 1 . Let q be a given group homomorphism cp : A +A’ which commutes with the 
star automorphisms. &(a*) = (qa)*, and cp is linear if A, A’ are vector spaces over 
the same field.) If (28) is a given circuit, we introduce 
tps(/l; G; C(X)) = {A’; G’: C’(X)} (36) 
as follows: G’=G. If a: EdG(X)--+/t, then (q#a)(r)=p(ar), and C’(X)=q&(X). 
Clearly, we have a natural map 
ql# : S(Ct)-+S(Ct’), (37) 
where ((p,a)(T) = q(ar) for every ae S(Ct). In general, (37) is not a bijection. 
Example. We denote A the vector space in (20) and A’ the one in (2); there is a 
natural linear map ~(i, u, i’, rs’) = (i, v). In practice, (2) is used in connection with 
direct currents, and (20) with alternating currents. However, circuit elements used 
in the two cases are essentially different, hence our remarks above are not relevant 
in this context. r-1538. 
At this point it is not useful to further pursue the question of changing A, and 
in the sequel /i is usually fixed in a discussion. Cl ln particular, in the remainder 
of this section A is arbitrary, but fixed throughout. E&39. 
3 . . 
ol 
We suppose given a circuit Ct as in (28). Let G’ be the graph G with the reversal 
c orientation of a single edge rO; let C’(X) be C(X) except that a(q) is re- 
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placed by a(~)* wherever it occurs in (28). This defines a new circuit Ct’. We say 
that Ct’ is obtained from Ct by elementary reorientation (more specifically, by 
elementary reorientation at the edge Q). There is a natural bijection 
S(Ct)+G(Ct’) w 
which replaces a(r) by a(~)* and leaves the other values unchanged. 0 We thus 
define an equivalence relation: one circuit is equivalent o another by reorientation, 
if the second is obtained from the first by a succession of elementary reorientations. 
q An equivalence class of this equivalence relation is given by an unoriented graph 
G, plus, for each XE VeG, an equivalence class of a C(X) in (27) defined by using 
a specific orientation of the graph G(X). •1 For any two circuits in an equivalence 
class, we clearly have a bijection (40) between the two sets of states. Cl By the in- 
tended applications, the equivalence classes are more important than th, circuits, 
but they are hard to handle. In practice, selected orientations are handy; in some 
cases, we may leave it up to the reader to fill in details concerning orienations. 
4. We fix an oriented graph G and consider all circuits with graph G, or, as we will 
say in similar cases, all circuits over G (it is understood that /1 is also fixed). rf Ct 
and Ct’ are two such circuits, we write Ct s Ct’ if C(X) c C’(X) for all XE VeG. This 
relation is a partial order, and defines the lattice operations A, v in the set of all cir- 
cuits over G. Clearly, for Ct Act the condition sets are ‘?(X)n C’(X) 2nd for 
CtvCt’ they are C(X) U C’(X). This shows that the lattice is distributive. (By taking 
complements we could also form a Boolean algebra, but this will not be needed in 
the sequel .) Obviously 
S(ct/\ct’)=S(ct)ns(ct’); S(ctvct’)>S(ct)wS(ct’). (40 
The inclusion in (41) need not be an equality. Hence the circuits themselves form 
a lattice, but the set of states is not a lattice uuder unions and intersections. 
5. In the sequel all graphs will be oriented, unless otherwise noted. To introduce 
our next subject, let us make some remarks on induced functions. A state a’ of a 
circuit Ct’ is, by definition, a map 
a’: IEdG’+A. (42) 
Given a set E and a map g : E -+EdG’, we have a unique induced a =g#a’: 
a(r) = (g#a’)(s) = a’(gr) for all t E E, (43) 
by definition; clearly, a : E +A is a map. Cl Let f : G +G’ be a simplicial map of 
oriented graphs. If r is a l-simplex of G, then, either ,fr is a l-simplex of G’, or -fr 
is a l-simplex of G’, or, finally, ft is a vertex of G’. Given a’ as in (42), it is natural 
to set, following (43), a(z)=a’(fr), or a’(-fr)* if rtfrEEdG’. If, however, ft is a 
vertex, no value a(z) is naturally prescribed this way. Consequently, we cannot talk 
about induced a in this case, and we need an appropriate substitute concept in the 
sequel: 
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Definition. Let f : G +G’ be a simplicial map, and let a’: E’+A, a : E+A be func- 
tions, where ECEdG, E’CEdG’. We say that a is partly induced by o’, provided 
that 
a(7) = 
a’(f d if freE', 
c’(-fT)* if -fre E’, 
(44 
in particular, if fr is not a vertex. 
Remarks. If Eo = { T’E E: +f(~) E E’}, then a ] EO is induced by f, which justifies the 
terminology. J 545. 
Examples. Our first example will show that it is necessary to use the star automor- 
phism in (44). Let G and G’ be obtained by different orientations of the edges of 
the same unoriented graph; let f : G -+ G’ be the identity simplicial map. Then the 
bijection (40) is obtained by associating with a’ the a defined in (44), hence the star 
automorphism is clearly needed. cl We select E= EdG(X), E’= EdG’(fX), 
a% C’( fX). If a is partly induced by a’, then a is completely determined on all edges 
incident with X which are not mapped into a vertex, and completely unrestricted 
by this condition 011 the other edges. q In particular, given Ct ’ we can define condi- 
tion sets for a circuit Ct over (3 as follows: 
cl,(X) = {a: EdG(X)-+A: a partly induced by an a’e C(fX)}. (46) 
cl 
Taking E = EdG, E’= EdG’, a% S(Ct ‘), a partly induced a is completely determined 
for r’s which are not mapped into vertices and completely undetermined for those 
which are mapped into vertices. 
Lemma, Let f : G -+G’ be a simplicial map of oriented graphs, and let a circuit Ct’ 
over G’ be given. Schematiculiy, 
Ct’ 
G- G’ 
For evar:v X E YeG, we introduce the set (46) to be the condition sets of a circuit Ct 
over G. Schematica&, we complete (47) as follows: 
et Ct’ 
G - G’ 
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We then have a map 
S(Ct’) -+ S(Ct), 
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(49) 
such that the image of a% S&t ‘) is part/y induced by it. 
Proof. Given ak S(Ct’), we define a(r) by (44), if fc is not a vertex, and select 
arbitrarily a value a(r), if fr is a vertex. In view of the definition (46) of the condi- 
tion sets of Ct, it is clear that such an a belongs to S(Ct). Consequently, if we per- 
form this construction with each ak S(Ct’), we get a map (49). q §50. 
Definition. Given a simplicial map f: G +G’ of oriented graphs, and a circuit Ct’ 
over G’, we say that the circuit Ct over G constructed in Lemma 47 is partly induced 
by f and Ct’: also, (49) is said to be partly induced by J 085 1. 
The most important and most useful special case is that of the circuit induced over 
a subgraph A of G. To introduce this concept, we consider a circuit Ct over G and 
a subgraph A of G. The inclusion map i : A-+G and Ct partly induces a circuit Ct 1 A 
over A; this circuit is fully determined by the above, and is said to be induced over 
A. Explicitly: the condition set of Ct 1 A at Xe VeA is, by definition, 
C~(X)=(a:EdA(X)-+Ala=blEdA(X),b&(X)}. (52) 
Clearly, (49) also is uniquely determined: given a E S(Ct), a 1 EdA is a uniquely deter- 
mined element of S(Ct 1 A). We note: different elements of S(Ct) may agree for 
edges of A; not every element of S(Ct 1 A) is in the image of the restriction. Cl 
By the above, circuits are transported contravariantly with respect o simplicial 
maps, even though this is not a ‘natural’ construction in the sense of category 
theory. However, we also need covariant transport of structures. For this end, we 
consider data 
Ct 
G -G’ 
i.e. a simplicial map f and a circuit Ct over the domain. Our aim is to construct 
a circuit Ct’ over G’ and a map (49). 
In this case it is better to proceed step by step considering a special case first. Let 
f be a simplicial map which identifies two vertices of G, and effects no other 
changes. Formally, f: G-+G, fX=X, if X#X,, X+X2, and fX, =fX2=N. We 
suppose given a circuit Ct over G, and will construct a Ct’ over G’. Let Y1, . . . , Yk 
be all vertices of G (if there are any) which are connected to both X1 and X2 (k = 0 
will mean that there are no such vertices). Thus 
f(yI:, Xl)=f(& X2)=(&, N) (i= 1, ..A) 
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for the unoriented edges. We form the graph A = G(Xl)VG(X~) (i.e. the union of 
edges issued from Xi or from X2 and their endpoints, as a graph), and the restric- 
tion Ct 1 A of Ct to A. Presently, every edge of G’ is image of an edge of G under 
f, and only the edge +(X1, X2), if it exists, is collapsed to a vertex. We set 
C’(N) = {a’ : G’(N)+ A 1 a’ partly induces an element of S(Ct 1 A)}. 
(55) 
For the vertices Yi E G’ appearing in (54), we set 
C’(Y)= (a’: G’(YJ:)+A 1 a’ induces an element of G( Y;:)}, (56) 
for i= 1 , . . . , k. For the other vertices XE G’ (which are also vertices of G), we set 
C’(X) = C(X). This defines the circuit Ct’ over G’. Let us prove that we have a map 
(49), which 
In fact, let 
(where (Y,, 
can be considered as an inclusion 
S(Ct’) c S(Ct). (57) 
us consider an aE S(Ct) for which 
a(Yi, X,)=a(Y, X2) (i= l,..., k) (58) 
X, ) must be replaced by (X,, F), if this is the appropriate orientation). 
Clearly, there is a unique element a’ of S(Ct’) which partly induces a; conversely, 
any given U’ of S(Ct’) defines at least one a. (If +(X1, X2) is in G, the value of a 
for this edge may not be completely determined; hence (57) is not a natural in- 
clusion, and in most instances it is better to consider this as a map (49) which is an 
injection.) 
Given a simplicial map f: G -+G’, which is surjective, i.e. fveG = VeG’, and 
fEdG = EdG’, we can write f = fm -0. fi, where A is a simplicial map Gi+Gi+ 1 
(GI = G* G,,. I = G’) identifying two vertices, and effecting no other changes. 
Hence, the previous discussion in paragraph 54 applies to each cf;:, i = 1, . . . , m. This 
proves part of the following result: 
Theorem. Let the data in (53) be given, hence a simplicial map f : G -+ G’ and a cir- 
cuit Ct over G. We then can construct a circuit Ct’ over G’, thus the data of diagram 
(481, and a map S(Ct ‘)-+S(Ct) as in (4?), such that a’ E S(Ct’) partly induces its 
image. In case f is surjective, i.e. fveG = VeG’, and fEdG = EdG’, the map (49) 
constructed is an injection, hence we may write 
s(Ct’) c S(Ct) (fVeG = VeG’, JEdG = EdG’) (60) 
using appropriate, non-natural identifications. 
Proof. In case JVeG = VeG’ and fEdG =EdG’, we constructed Ct’ and the map 
(49); we have seen that this is an injection, hence (60) was obtained. In the general 
cast, the vertices JVeG and the edges fEdG of G’ form a subgraph G’ of G’, and 
f: G -+G” is surjective. Thus, we can construct a circuit Ct’ over G’ and a map 
S(Ct”)-qCt). (61) 
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Let Ct’ be the circuit over G’ defined by the condition sets 
C’(X) = (a’ : EdG’(X’)+A 1 a’ ( EdG”(X’) e C”(X’)), (62) 
if X’E VeG”, and consisting of all maps EdG’(X’)*.A otherwise. Then a map 
a’ : EdG’ -U belongs to S(Ct’) if and only if a’ 1 EdG’ is in S(W). Hence, compos- 
ing the restriction map S(Ct’)+S(Ct’) with (61), we get (49). Cl 
Corollary. Let a simplicial map f : G *G’ be given. For a circuit Ct’ over G’ we can 
construct a circuit Ct over G and a map 
S(Ct’)+S(Ct), (63) 
such that an ak S(Ct’) partly induces its image under (63). For a circuit Ct over G 
a circuit Ct’ over G’ and a map (63) can be constructed. The direction of the arrow 
in (63) shows that circuits are transported contravariantly with respect o simplicial 
maps of their graphs. 
Remarks. The results above are very elementary and not really informative, as not 
much is stated about the results of the constructions. To see this better, let us con- 
sider the diagram (48) completed with an arrow indicating the direction of the map 
(49), and two additional circuits: 
Ct, 2 Ct - Ct’r a;, 
(64) 
G -7 G' 
It is clear from this diagram, that map (49) also defines a map 
wo-+wt, ) (65) 
hence for more precise results one should consider extreme elements under 5, if 
they exist. In Lemma 47, the construction goes in the ‘natural’ direction, as Ct’ is 
given and Ct is construct; here Ct is the maximal element obtained by the construc- 
tion. In a certain sense, this then is the ‘weakest result possible’, but at least, we 
have a natural uniqueness here. However, in the case of Theorem 60 it is not clear 
how the result is related to other possible construction, and whether it is unique or 
not. Cl For the circuit Ct’ in Theorem 60, we may have S(Ct’) =0. 
6. The operations of ‘lumping’ and ‘splitting’ will be defined as inverses to one 
another, each changing radically the given circuit. 0566. 
Given a subgraph A of the graph G of a circuit Ct, we ‘lump’ Ct along A, by 
replacing the whole subgraph A by a single vertex N, by constructing an appropriate 
condition set C(N), and thus defining a new circuit Ct’. This operation will change 
the set of states. However, if C(N) is appropriately constructed, we have 
S&t’) c s(a), (67) 
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via appropriate identifications, and in some instances the circuit Ct’ can be substi- 
tuted to Ct. Intuitively speaking, this operation replaces p;-?rt of G, namely A, by 
a single vertex N, and disregards ‘internal operation of A’. ;n practice, part of the 
circuit may be a chip with multiple connections to other parts of the system, which 
is replaced by a ‘black box’. 
Conversely, we may ‘split up’ a vertex N of a circuit, by replacing it by a whole 
graph containing several vertices with simpler condition sets. 0568. 
Once the subgraph A is selected, lumping along A is nearly determined, hence 
lumping is easier to describe than splitting. Thus the latter will be introduced as an 
inverse of the former. 0869. 
If we follow a lumping operation by a splitting operation, or vice 
not get back the original circuit (see Remarks 64). 
7. To describe the above in formal terms, we first consider graphs. 
G and a subgraph A of G, A #0, we have a quotient graph G/A 
simplicial map 
p: G+G/A 
characterized by: (1) pA = NW a vertex of G/A; (2) if XE VeG, 
px=x. 
versa, we need 
Given a graph 
and a natural 
X$ VeA, then 
Definition. We say that p in (71) collapses A in G; G/A is the collapsed or quotient 
graph. A graph H is said to be G split up at NHeG by the graph B, if B is a 
subgraph of H, and there is a natural simplicial map 
q:H-+G, q-‘N=B (72) 
which collapses B in H (and identifies H/B to G). 
Definition. TSven a circuit Ct and a subgraph A, A #0, of the graph G of the cir- 
cuit, we have 2: circuit Ct’ over G/A by Theorem 60. By definition, Ct’ is Ct lumped 
along A. Then (49) is an injection, hence 
S(:zt’) c S(Ct) (73) 
with appropriate partly natural identifications. 
Definition. Let Ct be a circuit over G, and let H be G split up at N by the subgraph 
B of H as in (72). By Lemma 47 we then have a partly induced circuit Ct’ over H. 
We call this Ct splif up at N by B. We also have the map 
S(Ct)--qCt’) (74) 
such that a state of Ct partly induces its image under (74). 
. Srrrnmary. A circuit Ct being a composite object having a A, a graph G, and 
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condition sets for vertices, we can consider changes in these data: /i can be changed 
by a group homomorphism; G by a simplicial map; for the conditions sets we have 
lattice operations n, U, and C . In the above, we have the first remarks concerning 
the effects of such changes on the set of states. Some more advanced, and more con- 
crete forms of such results are important for the applications. q §75. 
4. Convex andi linear circuits 
1. The simplest circuits are the linear circuits; slightly more general, and more 
realistic are the convex circuits. As these have a special role in the theory, and as 
they are useful in electrical engineering, it is appropriate to discuss them at this 
point. q l§76. 
As a motivation, we note that Ohm’s law (3) is convex in the following sense: if 
(iO, uo, i,, 0,) and (id, u;, o:, 0:) satisfy (3) and t is a real number, 06 ~1, then 
(l-t)(io ,..., U,)+f($ ,..., &=((l-t)io+ti(: ,...) (77) 
also satisfies the same condition. This conclusion holds, even if we suppose 
realistically that, for a given resistor, voltage and current values must be appro- 
priately bounded. Also Kirchhoff’s node law to be discussed later (see paragraph 
112) is convex. Let us add that these conditions are sometimes called ‘linear’, but 
calling them ‘convex’ is more appropriate, in order to acknowledge the fact that 
voltages and intensities must remain bounded. This way, we will distinguish between 
linearity and convexity. 
2. In the sequel, /i is a finite dimensional R-vector space, thus isomorphic to Rm 
(in the notations of paragraph 20, /i. = R). Cl The star automorphism is linear, and 
involutive. We set /I 1 = { y ~/i : y* = -y}, AZ = {z E A: z* = z} ; these are subspaces 
whose intersection is the origin. For every XE A, we have 
x=+(x-x*)+ j(x+x”)=y+z, (78) 
hence /1 is the direct sum /a 1 @I&. The star automorphism is given by 
(Y9 a*= (-y, I), (79) 
in other words, it is just a change of sign of some coordinates in an appropriate 
coordinate system of A. ‘Ll If E is a set, the set of all maps E--M is an R vector 
space hence convexity o? subsets is defined. (C6 Rm is convex, if x0, x1 E C implies 
(1 -t)xo+txl EC for all &R, Ortz~ 1, see [2].) 
Definition. A circuit Ct with data (28) is called convex, if A is an R-vector space 
(thus Ao= R), and the condition sets C(X) are convex for every XE VeG. Such a 
circuit is called linear, if C(X) is a vector space (under addition and scalar 
multiplication of functions) for every XE VeG. 0880. 
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Theorem. 1’ Ct is a convex circuit, the set of states S(Ct) is a convex set (it may 
be 0). If Ct is a linear circuit, S(Ct) is a vector space (in particular, S(Ct) # 0). Cl $8 1. 
Proof. Given two states ao, a1 of a convix circuit Ct, and a number t, OS ts 1, the 
function (1 - t)ao + ta, is a state, because 
(( 1 - t )a0 + ta, ) 1 EdG(X) = (1 - t)(ao 1 EdG(X)) + t(a, ( EdG(X)) (82) 
is in C(X) by the convexity of this set, for every XE VeG. Cl If Ct is linear, wgcan, 
replace 1 - t, t by arbitrary real numbers in (82), and we find that S(Ct) is a vector 
subspace of all maps EdG-4. In this case the identically zero function belongs to 
S(Ct), hence this set is not empty. Cl 
3. Linear circuit defined by a convex circuit. We think that it is useful to dis- 
tinguish between linear circuits and convex circuits, but we must also be aware of 
a simple relationship between the two concepts whereby a convex circuit determines 
a linear circuit (provided that the former has a non-empty set of states). 0583. 
it is known from the theory of convex bodies that a convex subset C of Rq deter- 
mines a unique flat M (coset of a subspace of Rq) such that CChd and that C has 
inner points in lb4 (see (2; p. 2 on]). •J This M=IC is also characterized by the 
following properties: fC is a flat, ICI C; dim lC= dim C, where dim Y denotes the 
topological dimension of the space Y, which is the linear dimension for AL Cl We 
note that lC is the coset of a vector space, hence becomes avector space if we select 
an origin xe lC: a unique translation maps the origin into x and defines a vector 
space structure in lC. 334. 
Lemma. Let Ct be (J convex circuit, and aE S(Ct) a given state. if we use the 
nolutions (28) for Ct, the data 
ICt = {A; G; K(X), VXEVeG} (85) 
define a linear circuit, where a ( EdG(X) is the origin of K(X) considered as a vector 
space. Then 
lS(Ct) c S(/Ct), (86) 
with a as the origin on both sides. 
Proof. it is clear that ICt defined in (85) is a linear circuit, and that a is the origin 
of the vector space S(ICt). We set M= K(Ct); OEM, and A4 is vector space with 
origin a. Clearly, S(Ct)c S(O), hence McZ(ICt) by the definition of M, see 
paragraph 84. 387. 
Examples how that Is(Ct) #S(fCt) is possible, hence we cannot always ‘replace” 
a con~vcx circuit by a linear circuit, because the latter may have states to which 
ing corresponds in the convex circuit. However, it is possible to ‘diminish’ the 
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C(X) sets of the convex circuit without changing it set of states so that we have 
equality in (86) for the new circuit. To describe this construction, we introduce some 
maps which are defined for all circuits not just for convex circuits. 0 588. 
The maps nx : S(Ct) +C(X). Given a circuit Ct as in (28), we set 
nxa = a 1 EdG(X) (Xe VeG). q (89) 
Property. zx is the restriction of a linear map of vector spaces of functions (see 
paragraph 25, and the right-hand side of (27)). 
In case of a convex circuit Ct, nx maps the convex set S(Ct) linearly into the 
convex set C(X). Hence, 
C’(X) = nxS(Ct) (90) 
is a convex set contained in C(X), and 
Ct’= {A; G; C’(X), XE VeG) (90 
is a convex circuit =Ct (see paragraph 41), for which 
S(Ct’) = S(Ct). 692) 
Furthermore, for any circuit Ct”< Ct’, S(Ct”)C S(Ct), and S(Ct”) #S(Ct). Cl We 
have thus proved the following result: 
Theorem. A convex circuit Ct and an a E S(Ct) determine a linear circuit 1Ct with 
a as origin in the sei of states. The set of states of the linear circuit is a vector space 
con&aining the vector space determined by the set of states of Ct and by a, and the 
two are equal, if Ct is replaced by Ct’ (also a convex circuit) defined in (9 1). 0 893. 
Many questions concerning convex circuits could be raised and discussed at this 
point, however, the development is simplified if we first discuss the specia! case of 
linear circuits. III $94. 
4. Linear circuits. In the case of these circuits we will construct bases in the vector 
spaces, and to prepare this we need some auxiliary remarks. 0 Given a linear circuit 
Ct, and a vertex X0 of its graph G, we define a new linear circuit CtO with the data 
of Ct except for C(X,) which is replaced by the 0 vector space. Clearly, the states 
of Ct, are precisely those states of Ct which take zero value for every edge of 
G(XO), in other words 
S(Ct,) = &o, (95) 
where n stands for the linear map defined in (89) for the circuit Ct. 
Theorem. Given a linear circuit Ct with data (28), we can select verkes X1, +. -, X,,: 
of G, linearly independent elements 
boE:C(Xi), j= l,..., mi (i= l,..., m), (96) 
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and a basis ati, i= 1, . . . , rn, j = 1, . . . , m,- in S(Ct), such that 
lriaij= b,, (97) 
where ni = nx for X= Xi. (By convention, m = 0 if S(Ct) is the zero vector space.) 
Proof. By hypothesis, S(Ct) is finite dimensional, and we will carry out the con- 
struction by an induction on dim S(Ct). If S(Ct) is ~1 dimensional the statement 
is evident, hence we can suppose that the construction can be carried out, if 
dim S(Ct) s n. We consider a Ct with dim S(Ct) = n + 1. Let us carry out the con- 
struction of Ct, described in paragraph 95 for the given vertex X0. If S(Ct,)= 
S(Ct) for every choice of X0, then the identically zero function is the only state of 
Ct. We may thus suppose that S(Ct,)C S(Ct), S(Ct,) # S(Ct) for some choice of 
X0. Hence the b,i, au appearing in (96), (97) can be selected for the circuit Ct,. We 
now select ao,, j = 1, . . . , m. in S(Ct) spanning a subspace complementary to S(Ct,), 
and define bO, by (97) with i=O. If now a linear combination of the b,‘s is 0, the 
same linear combination of the Q~‘S belongs to S(Ct,), hence all coefficients are 
zero. Consequently the boj, j = I, . . . , mo, are linearly independent. Cl 598. 
Corollary. Let us denote V the direct sum of all vector spaces C(X), X E VeG and 
n the direct sum of UN linear maps zx : S(Ct)--+ C(X). Then 
n : S(Ct)-+ v (99) 
is an isomorphism of S(0) onto a subspace of V. 
Proof. We may select the a,, and b, of (961, (97), and consider the latter as 
elements of V. 12 
~Corollmy. Given a linear circuit Ct with data (28), we can select vertices 
X I,.... Xm of G and subspaces I-$ of C(Xi), i= 1, . . . ,m, such that 
where the isomorphism is established by the linear maps (89). 
The aim of the general theory is to describe the set of states S(Ct) of a circuit 
somehow. In the case of the linear circuits the results above give a partial theoretical 
solution: the set of states is a vector space, and Theorem 96 tells us how to construct 
a basis in this vector space. Of course, these results do not exhaust he subject, but, 
nevertheless, tie it to standard questions of linear algebra. q Let US acid the follow- 
ing. If .A, is an arbitrary field, and A a finite-dimensional vector space over A*, we 
may call a circuit (28) no-linear, if C(X) is a &vector space for every XE VeG. 
Theorem 96 and its two corollaries hold in this case, and we also have (78), (79), 
i characteristic of A0 is #2. However, we cannot speak about ‘convex’ circuits 
i 5 more general setting. ‘II§lSl. 
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5. Position of a convex circuit in the associated linear circuit. As we mentioned 
earlier the question of convex circuits cannot be trivially reduced to linear circuits, 
however, results on linear circuits are useful in this context. As this is a more 
specialized subject, we will only note the following. q l§102. 
For a convex circuit Ct we constructed the reduced circuit Ct’ in (91) which is also 
a convex circuit, and Ct’s Ct. We then have the linear circuits Et, Et’. Using sup- 
porting hyperplanes of convex sets in vector spaces (see [2]), we then can obtain 
some results concerning the positions of the convex sets C(X), S(Ct) in the various 
vector spaces introduced. 0 Q 103. 
On the basis of the above development i should be evident that convex circuits 
are needed in applications, as in practice circuits are never linear but may be convex 
with sufficient approximation. 0 5 104. 
5. N-circuits. The lattice of neurons L, and the stack F 
1. In the intuitive description of the Introduction we assumed that individual circuit 
elements such as a resistor, a transistor, or, in the case of expected biological 
applications, a neuron, are to be treated as indivisible objects, and must appear as 
such in our circuits. This condition is not included in Definition 28. Thz more 
specific concept, to be called N-circuit below, will take into account the indivisibility 
of certain elements. 0 0 105. 
2. In Definition 28 we used data a, b,c (see paragraphs 20,21,27); an additional 
datum will now be d below. 
d. Additional hypothesis 
4, ,,Y c VeG such that 
.,/( U .h = VeG, 
on G. We consider oriented graphs G with given 
.m.,+ =0; WV 
if (X, Y) E EdG, then XE ..k and YE ..&; (108) 
an isolated vertex may belong to ..kf only, by definition. An ME .H will be called 
metallic vertex (or metallic point), and usually denoted M, M’, Ml, etc. An NE L 1 
will be called neural vertex, neural poinr, 3 The edges of G(.;V) may be called 
terminals of N; they are ‘issued from R;‘; accordingly only neural vertices have 
terminals. 
A graph G having properties (107), (108) can also be characterized as follows: G 
is oriented; if a vertex of G is origin for one edge, then it is origin for every edge 
incident with it. Cl In fact, we now can introduce ,,& as the set of origins of all edges, 
and ,I’/ as its complement in VeG. Cl In the sequel, it will be more convenient o 
use J?‘, -/1/, and properties (107), (108). Cl 9 I 09. 
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Definition. A circuit Ct will be called N-circuit,, if its graph G is given with sets of 
vertices . &, . t satisfying (107), (108). Hence 
are the data of an N-circuit. 
Mo!ivation and discussion. The way we will develop properties of N-circuits, the 
application of the theory is simpler, if each neuron has few terminals, whereas the 
number of edges ending at vertices of .4 will be unimportant. (This disymmetry 
does not appear yet in (1 lo), see Example 1 below.) Cl 5 111. 
In electrical engineering applii:ations, we will choose all ME J? to be metallic 
points in the usual sense; this suggested our terminology. Thus the potential is cons- 
tant for edges ending at M, Furthermore, by Kirchoff’s node law the sum of the 
i-values is zero at M: 
i, + . . . +ik=(), u1 = l -o =uk, (112) 
these are linear conditionr. Thus the flat in nk defined by (112) could be taken as 
C(M)-set, where n is as in (2). In fact, it is better to suppose that C(M) is a convex 
=:,oset of the flat (112), as we must exclude large values of i or v, as already 
menticned in paragraph 77. 
In the same context, any ‘circuit element’ such as resistor, transistor, etc., will be 
represented in OUI approach by a neural vertex NE 1 I . Then an a E C(N) associates 
with every terminal of N, i.e. edge issued from N, an i-value and a v-value, if (2) 
is used. We suppose that the set C(N) of all such functions is known and given. An 
example here is the transistor: using (2), we have A3 to deal with, as there are three 
tcrrninals, and 
C(N)cA', (I 13) 
as only certain points of A3 represent possible states of the transistor. We will see 
in later papers of this circuits series how this set can be described more concretely. 
In electrical engineering, in place of C(N) a quotient C’(N) of C(N) is used which 
is a 2-dimensional subset of a 4-dimensional vector space. (See, for example, [Ml, 
Volume 2, p. 183 and sequel, in particular the figures on p. 184. In Section 9 the 
vacuum tube will be discussed.) 
We note that in these examples the C(M) sets are convex sets whereas the C(N) 
need not be convex (for a resistor, C(N) is convex, see (3)). However, this is 
accidental from our point of view. For us, it is more important that in this case all 
neurons have 13 terminals, whereas many edges may come together at a metallic 
point. :-I$1 14. 
EYqrnple 1. Given (110) (without isolated vertices), let us reverse the orientation of 
the edges, and let us exchange . d and 1. We then get a new N-circuit Ct’; except 
for some special cases, Ct and 0’ are different, The map a-a’, where a’(r) = a(-r)* 
i$ a bijection between the states of Ct and Ct’. 0§115. 
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Example 2. Given a circuit Ct with data (28) and an arbitrary subset __/v of VeG 
(which does not contain isolated vertices), we will construct an N-circuit Ct’, such 
that there will be a bijection 
a-a’ (116) 
between the sets of states (Ct) and s(Ct’). 0 Denoting vertices of JCI’ by N and the 
other vertices of G by M, we have three types of edges r in G : 1. r= &(N, M); 
2. r=(Ni,Nz); 3. r=(MiJ&). In case 1, 4:r=(N,M) will be edge of G’. In case 
2, we introduce edges r1 = (Ni, AI’), r2 = (N2, M’) with a new vertex M’ (‘mid-point 
of the edge (Ni, Nz)), and introduce C*[2) defined in (33) as condition set C’(M). 
The M’ introduced is added to the set 4 of vertices of G’. In case 3, we introduce 
N’ with C(N’) = C*[2] and add N’ to the J set. We thus defined the condition sets 
for Ct’ for the newly created vertices of G’. In a manner of speaking, for a vertex 
X of G’, which also belongs to G, the condition set in G’ will be ‘essentially the 
same’ as in G. To be more specific, if b E C(X), XE VeG, then to every edge r of 
G(X) corresponds a unique edge 7’ of G’(X). (See above: the same edge as in G, 
in case 1, eventually with a change of orientation, and ‘one half’ of the edge, in 
cases 2, 3.) We set b’(r’) = b(r) (or b(r)*, if the orientation was changed). b’ is, by 
definition, an element of C’(X), and these elements make up this set. This defines 
the circuit Ct’, and also the map S(Ct)-,S(Ct’), which is clearly a bijection. 
Remarks. In the sequel, we deal exclusively with N-circuits, unless otherwise noted. 
To simplify the terminology, we will often say circuit in place of N-circuit, if no con- 
fusion is possible. 0 $117. 
3. The lattice of neurons L of an N-circuit. The results of the preceding sections 
are very elementary, and quite straightforward. The following constructions are 
more technical and more doubtful, hence only successful applications mav justify 
them. 0§118. 
Terminology. A graph A is a subgraph of G, denoted A 5 G (or G IA), if 
VeA cV~G and EdA C EdG. If A, B are subgraphs of G, A VB with Ve(A VB) = 
VeA U VeB, and Ed(A vB) = EdA UEdB is a subgraph of G. We define similarly 
AAB:Ve(AAB)=VeAnVeB, and Ed(Al\B)=EdAnEdB. L7$119. 
Definition. Given an N-circuit Ct with data (1 lo), let us denole Lo the lattice of all 
subgraphs of the graph G (see above, paragraph 119). By definition, 
L = L(Ct) (120) 
is the sublattice of Lo generated by the graphs G(N), NE:. I. Pn other words, (120) 
is the intersection of all sublattices of LcG that contain all the graphs G(N), NE c 4,. 
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Let Nii, i= I,..., m, j= I,..., n, be an indexed family of neural vertices of G. By 
definition, the graph 
(121) 
is an element of L. It is easy to see that both the join and the meet of two graphs 
of the form (121) is again of the same form. Consequentiy, all graphs of the form 
(121) form a sublattice of LG. As any sublattice of LG that contains all graphs 
G(N) also contains all elements (121), it follows that L is precisely the lattice of all 
elements of LG that are of the form (121). 
Remarks. Whereas the lattice of all subgraphs of G is rather trivial, being generated 
under v by vertices and edges, the lattice L of neurons in jiZOj may have an intricate 
structure for some circuits. 0 Until now, . # and I I appeared quite symmetrically 
in our discussions. In the sequel we deal with L, which introduces a substantial dif- 
ference in the treatment of . /( and . I. Using L amounts to keeping the terminals of 
a neural vertex always together. In this tense N with its terminals, i.e. G(N), will 
appear as an ‘indivisible part’. 0 5 122. 
If a vertex of a graph A is not on an edge of A, we call it an isolated vertex of 
A; if all vertices of A are isolated, EdA = 0, and A is termed zero-dimensional 
(A #to). We recall that an isolated vertex of G always belongs to ./1, by definition 
(see paragraph 107). Thus 
if NE s I, there exists an (N, M) E EdG, (123) 
by our conventions. 
Given N, N’E . t , IV+ N’, Ed(G(N)AG(N’))=0, by (107), (108), hence 
G(N)AG(N’) is a zero-dimensional graph belonging to L. Consequently, by (I21), 
every graph in L is the join of some graphs G(N) plus a zero-dimensional graph 
whose vertices belong to .//. Furthermore, meets and joins of elements of L can 
easily be written down using this representation. For this, let us consider two graphs 
of L: 
A’= G(N;)v-vG(N;)vZ’, (124) 
A”= G(N;‘)v-+/G(N;)vZ”, (125) 
where Z’, Z” are zero-dimensional graphs (thus sets of vertices of I 4 without edges). 
Then 
Xv A” = G(N;)v-vG(N;)vG(N;)v-•~vG(N;)vZ’VZ”. (126) 
To form the meet, we set 
w ; ,..., N;.}n{N;‘,..., N;‘}={N ,,..., Nt), (127) 
if the intersection on the left-hand side is not empty. Then 
A ‘A A ” =:: G(N,W~~vG(N,)vZ W) 
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where 2 is zero-dimensional, if the intersection i  (127) is not empty; otherwise 
A’AA” is zero-dimensional (r=O in (128)), or empty (which is (- I)-dimensional, by 
convention). Cl For future reference, we note the following properties of graphs 
AEL: 
if NE VeA n JY, and (Al, M) E EdG, then (NM) E EdA, W9) 
if NE VeA n A’, then G(N) s A. 0 (130) 
For graphs in L G9 (129) and (130) are equivalent properties. We note that all 
graphs in LG that satisfy (130) clearly form a lattice L’D L. In general L’# L, as 
every zero-dimensional subgraph of G belongs to L’, whereas some such graphs do 
not belong to L, as will be seen below. 
Let M be a metallic point, and (N1, M), . . . , (Nk, M) all edges of G ending at M. 
Then 
G(N,)+AG(N,)={M}v{M,)~-v{M,} (IrO) (131) 
thus a zero-dimensional graph containing M, and, possibly, some other metallic 
vertices (if the meet is (M}, I= 0, by agreement). Let A EL be given having M as 
a vertex. Let us write A in the form (121). Then there is an i, 1 s ism, such that 
M is a vertex of G(NO) for ,i = 1, . . . , n. Thus (Ni, M) is an edge of G, hence 
Nii = NQ, a = (r(j). This proves 
A 1 G(N,)+ hG(Nk). (132) 
Consequently, any graph A EL that contains M, also contains all other vertices 
appearing in (13 1). Thus (13 1) is the minimal graph of L that contains M as a vertex. 
If M’ is another vertex of this graph, the minimal graph of L that contains M’ may 
tie strictly smaller. 
Definition. The graphs A(M). For a given ME . //, we take all neural vertices N 
connected to M with an edge, and also all terminals of these N’s (see Figure 4). 
Formally 
A(M)=V{G(N):(N,M)EEdG}, (133) 
if M is not an isolated vertex of G; for an isolated vertex, such a graph is not 
defined. This is a subgraph of G, and an element of the lattice of neurons L. 
Lemma. Let (N, Mi), i = 0, . . . , p, be all terminals of N, i.e. aN edges of G starting 
at NE. 1. C 4 set Ai=A(Mi), i=O, . . ..p (see (133)). Then B=A+-AA, contains 
G(N). Thus 
Aon-AA, = G(N)vG(N,)v-vG(Nk)vZ (134) 
where NiE* t, i= l,..., k, and Z is a zero-dimensional graph, or empty. A new-ad 
vertex N’ appears on the right-hand side of (1341, if 
VeG(N’)U{N)>VeG(N) (135) 
and only, if this holds true. 
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Proof. By the definit.ion of A(M), Aj 1 G(N), i = 0, . . . , p, hence the meet B con- 
tains G(N). By the construction one would expect hat B= ri(N). However, there 
may be other neural IJertices connected to all the metallic points MO, . . . , MP, and, 
possibly, to some others; in this case (135) holds. For such an N’, A+ G(N’), 
i=O,..., p, hence Br: G(W). Consequently, B contains the join of these. Converse- 
ly, if BZ G(N’), N’E . f , then (135) holds for N’ by the definition of Aj. Cl We note 
that 
VeG(N’)IJ(N) =VeG(N)U{N’} (136) 
is a special case of (139, which may also occur; in this case N and N’ are connected 
to precisely the same set of metallic vertices. 
Definition. Let NE , f be given, and let (N, Mi), i = 0, . . . , p, be all the terminals of 
Iv. We set Ai=A(Mi), i=O ,..., p, see (133), and 
B= A,A-AA,. (137) 
Then BzG(N) by Lemma 134. (1) If B=G(N), we say that N is a regular neural 
vertex. (2) If B#G(N), we say that N is an irregular neural vertex. 
Definition. The graphs A(N). If N is an irregular neural vertex (see preceding 
definition), we introduce A(N) by 
A(N) = G(N) (irregular NE c f ). uw 
For regular vertices we do not use this notation. 
Discussion. By definition, the lattice of neurons L is generated by the graphs G(N). 
However, this type of generation of L does not show clearly the structure of L. For 
this reason, we introduce new types of generators for L to be denoted A, Aj, etc. 
In most cases, we can use the gralzhs A(M) for metallic vertices M. However, in case 
irregular neural vertices are present, these do not suffice, and we must keep some 
of the ‘original’ generators, namely the G(N)‘s in (138). 0 $139. 
Lemma. Tlie graphs A(M), defined for all non-isolated metallic vertices, and the 
graphs A(hT) = G(N), introduced only for irregular neural vertices of G, thus the set 
of graphs 
NW, .-YE. H, not isolated, or X E c t , irregular ( 140) 
belong to L, and generate this lattice. 
Proof. By construction, the graphs (140) belong to L. Cl Given A EL, we will write 
A in terms of the graphs (140). By definition, A is of ttle form (121). If No is a 
regular neural vertex in (12 1 ), then 
q/v,,) =A,A-~I,, (141) 
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according to Definition 137, where AI = A(MI) for appropriate metallic vertices MI. 
Under these conditions, we substitute the right-hand side of (141) in (121). In case 
Nii is an irregular neural vertex in (121) G(N$ = A(NU) is one r;jf the graphs listed 
in (140). With these substitutions, we get from (121) the expression of A in terms 
of the new generators (140). 0 
Notations. In case the generators (140) are used, it is sometimes helpful to have a 
uniform numbering for them. Let 
(142) 
be a numbering 
N(‘), 
all the irregular 
of all the non-isolated metallic vertices of G. Let us also number 
. . . , N(l) 
neural vertices (and only those). We set 
(143) 
Ai= 
t 
A(@)) iz0 k* 9’.‘9 9 
A(N(‘- k)) i=k+ 1, . . ..k+l=m . 
W4) 
Thus we have m + 1 generators Ao, . . . , Am. If not convenient, we may also 
disregard this numbering. Furthermore, as we used superscripts in (142), (143), we 
are free to use numberings Mi, Nj whenever helpful; also the letters i, j, k, I will be 
used as before, however, m will be only used in 
Corollary. Using the numbering (145) of the graphs (140), the generation of the 
kttice of neurons in terms of these can be described as jbllows. If 
is a given sequence of integers, 
are in L, and every element of L is a join of some elements of the form (147). 
the nzets 
(147) 
4. The Stacks S and F. Given an N-circuit Ct, it may be advisable to study some 
simpler circuits, whose properties are relevant for the properties of Ct. One may 
expect hat circuits formed with some of tne neurons of Ct will be useful in this 
context. For this reason we need the following concepts: 
Definition. Induced circuit Ct 1 A. Given an N-circuit Ct and a graph A EL, the 
injection map A +G defines an induced circuit denoted Ct 1 A (see paragraph 52). 
Cl Explicitly, if Ct is given as in (1 lo), we first introduce the data 
A’= ti& nVeA, %,t ‘= .,$ nVeA. (149) 
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If NE _ I ‘, the terminals of N in A are the same as in G by (130), hence we must set 
C’(N) = C(N) (NE. 4 n VeA). (150) 
If ME JY’, the graph A(M) is a subgraph of G(M), hence a b E C(M) restricts to 
EdA( and these functions will make up 
C’(M) = {b’ : EdA(M)-M 1 b’= b 1 EdG(M), b E C(M)}. (1W 
With the notations introduced, 
CtIA={A;A; ./(‘,.j’; C’(X),XEVeA} (152) 
is the induced circuit; in particular, this now is an N-circuit. 
Remarks. For a subgraph of G which is not in L, we do not consider induced 
circuits in the sequel, as for such a graph (150) would not hold, and we agreed to 
treat the graphs G(N) as ‘indivisible parts’ of a circuit. q § 153. 
Properties. The condition sets for neural vertices in Ct 1 A are the same as in Ct. Ii 
If tA is the lattice of neurons of Ct I A, then 
L,={BeL:BsA}. q (154) 
If A, BE L, and A LB, then (Ct / A) I B =Ct ( B. 0 Proof. Such a transitivity for- 
mula holds in general for induced circuits, and follows from the fact that the com- 
position of injections B-A, A-+G is B+G. (Note, the proof shows how general 
concepts may prove to be useful in concrete situations.) U Let a : EdG+A be a state 
of Ct. Then b = a I EdA is a state of Ct I A. Cl Proof. We have to prove b E C’(X) 
for all XE VeA. If XE. f ‘, (150) shows this. If XE. //, the construction (151) implies 
the property. Zl Remarks. The following is a rather technical construction, but is 
important in our approach. For stacks, see [8], (’ faisceaux’), 191, and mainly [ 10; 
Section 71. 
Definition. The stack of sets S. Given an N-circuit Ct as in (1 lo), we construct he 
lattice L of neurons. For every A EL we introduce the N-circuit (152), induced by 
the inclusion map A + G, and we denote S(A) the set of all states of this circuit (152). 
if A,BEL, ArB, and ad(A), then 
b=aiEdB (155) 
is in S(B). Thus a-a I EdB is a map of sets 
S(A)-+(B) (A, BEL: A(B); (156) 
we say that this map is induced by the inequality A 1 B. Then AzA induces the 
identity, and a composition of induced map is induced (by paragraph 154). We thus 
.‘:tive a stack of sets S over the lattice L (see 191, [lo; Section 71). 
Instead of stack of sets, one would rather have a stack, i.e. a stack of abelian 
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gmups or vector spaces. For this end, we introduce the next construction. Of course, 
t!’ e ratter is motivated by ‘mathematical convenience’, and as such only successful 
applications may justify it. 08 157. 
Definition. The stack F. Given an N-circuit Ct as in (I IO), we introduce the lattice 
L and the stack of sets S over L according to Definition 155. Given A EL, all maps 
o: EdA-*A form an abelian group (a vector space if A0 is a field, see paragraph 
20). S(A) is contained in this, and generates a subgroup (a subspace) to be denoted 
F(A). If A, BEL, A d?, the restriction (155) defines a group homomorphism (a 
linear map: 
F(A)-F(B) (A, BE L; AZ B). wo 
Consequently, the groups F(A) and the morphisms (158) define a stack F over L. 
Jusf~$&ation. If Q E F(A), there are sl, . . . , sk E S(A), and Al, . . . , Ak E /lo, such that 
a(r)= C lisi(r) (159) 
for all TE EdA. (159) holds, in particular, for .all TE Ed& hence for the restrictions 
of these functions. This shows that QC+ b, a E F(A), b E F(B) can be obtained in two 
ways: either we restrict the si and take linear combinations of these, or we restrict 
the function a. We see, in particular, that A 1 A induces the identity, and thit com- 
positions of induced morphisms are induced. cl 
The reader may leave out the next construction; it is not needed in this paper. 
However, it may be needed in the future and its natural place is here. q §160. 
An alternate construction of F. The stack F can be obtained using formal linear 
combinations of the set of states. Cl Given a set S, we denote FR(S) the free abelian 
group generated by S; this is also called the group of formal sums of elements of 
S (see [ 10; lo-29 and sequel]). If /lo is an abelian group, we set 
FR(/l,; S) = A,@FR(S) (161) 
(tensor product over the integers, see 111; Section 361; for a direct construction of 
this group see (11, 41-03 and sequel]). An element of FR(&; S) can be written as 
(162) 
If f: S-S’ is a map of sets, we have a unique induced homomorphism 
f * : FR(/I,; S)+FR(&; S’), and 
(163) 
by definition. Let us now consider the case when S is a set of functions s: E-+/i; 
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if /lo is the ring of integers, 11 can be any group, if /iO is a field, we suppose that 
/i is a /i ?-vector space. Given (162), we set 
for all T E E. Let us introduce 
We set 
I(S)={ C AiSiEFR(Ao; S):a(t)=O, VTEE}. 
F= FR(A,; S)/I(S), 
(165) 
(166) 
considered as a quotient group or quotient vector space, depending on the case. q 
Let us finally use the notations of Definition 155. If we carry out the preceding con- 
structions with the sets of maps S = S(A), then F in (166) is clearly F(A) of Defini- 
tion 158. If f is the map (156), then f*1(S(A))CI(S(B)), and f* induces the 
morphism (158). 
6. The Leray-Kirchhoff cochains of an N-circuit 
1. Our next step is to apply some constructions of algebraic topology in the present 
context; this will be illustrated in Section 9, where we will justify the terminology. 
Only some basic remarks will be presently made utilizing a few formulas well known 
from sheaf-cohomology theory. We reserve for later publications the more ad- 
vanced aspects of this method, and the question of interpretation of the results in 
terms of the stack of sets S. There, the algebraic theory of stacks outlined in (81, 
[9], and developed in [IO], will be more substantially needed. 05 167. 
Notations. Given an N-circuit Ct as in (1 lo), we introduce the lattice L and the 
stack F as in (120) and Definition 158. The graphs (144) are now considered to be 
an indexed family 
of lattice generators of L; we also use k and I as in (144). As (168) is given, we have 
the Leray-Tech cochains cp of cy relative to F, see [IO; Construction lo-011. The 
group of these cochains is denoted c(cr; F) or simply ca as in [9], and c, = C ci. 
We also keep the previously used terminology, such as the states a of Ct, see (250, 
etc.; by Definition 155, S(Ct) can also be denoted S(G). 
The Leray-Kirchhoff mchains q, of Ct. Given a state a of Ct, we define the 
Leray-&ch cochains cpO, cp 1, . . . of a in (168) relative to F as follows: 
q+& . . . 9 ip) =a 1 Ed(A,A***AA,,) (p=Q 1, l ** ; p-1 =O)* (169) 
Here the value, i.e. the right-hand side, is considered to be an element of 
(170) 
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To indicate that (pP was obtained from 4, we may write q+,(a; iO,. . . , ip) for the left- 
hand side of (169), and q+,(a) for the function obtained. Thus amp,(a) maps 
S(Ct) = S(G) into Leray-Tech p-cochains of Q! relative to F. Using linearity, 
we extend this to a morphism 
for p=O, 1, . . . . As in some applications the values involve Kirchhoff’s laws of elec- 
trical networks, we call (pp Leray-Kirchhoff pcochain of a or of Ct. (If pp is a 
Leray-Kirchhoff cochain for some for some a, it may be called Leray-Kirchhoff 
cochain of Ct.) Let n + 1 be the maximum of the number of terminals of NE. 4. If 
pm+ 1, C,P=O, thus qp- -0, hence these cochains are omitted. 
Example. If p=O, po(i)=alAi, i=O ,..., m. Hence (pO(i) is a function which 
associates with TE EdAi the value a(t). We write this as follows: 
p&)(t) =a@) (TE EdAi). (173) 
If in (144) irk, then Ai = A(M)), and all edges ending at I@‘) belong to A i. Con- 
sequently, a restriction of PO(i) belongs to C(M(‘)), and 
(PO(i) ES(W)) (is k). (174) 
1 f iz k + 1, we have similarly 
(PO(i) E C(N” - &‘) (179 
(see (144)), for irregular neural vertices. For i>j z k + 1, Ai A Aj has no edges. 
Otherwise, it r is an edge in AiAAj, then (pO(i) and (p&) both associate the same 
value a(r) to T. Consequently, 
%(j)(f) - (PO(i)(r) = 0. (176) 
Let us now consider the coboundary 
(177) 
By (176), this is identically zero. Thus (p. is a 0-cocycle. It is also clear, that ~0 
determines a. In fact 
b(r) = qO(i)(r) if T E Ed.Ai (178) 
defines consistently a function 6 : EdG +A in view of (176), and, clearly b = a. 
Lemma. Let cp be a Leray-tech 0-cocycle of a in (168) and of F with the additional 
property that 
p(i) E S(Ai) C F(A,) (W 
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for i=O, . . . , m, where S is the stuck of sets of Definition 155. Then 9 = PO(b) for 
some state b E S(C); this b is unique. 
Proof. By (178) a function b : EdG +A is defined using q~ in place of (po. Given 
XE VeG, we must prove 
b 1 EdG(X) E C(X). (180) 
If XE . //, we may suppose that X is nest isolated, heuce EdG(X)CAi for some is k 
(see (133)). By (179), b restricted is in the condition set C(X) as required in (180). 
Similar reasoning gives (180), if X is a regular or irregular neural vertex: we have 
either G(X)CAi or G(X)=Ai (see 144)). 
Corollary. F(G) is a subgroup of H’(C,; F), zero cohomology group of a relative 
to F; this is a subspace if A0 is a field. q $181. 
Proof. There is a natural map (EW PO(a), a E S(G) constructed above. It is clear by 
the construction that this is an injection, and by the lemma that the image is the 
subset of Ho characterized by (179). If a E F(G), then a = x Liai, ai E S(G), Ai E /lo. 
Then aiw qo(ai), where po(ai) is a O-cocycle satisfying (179). By definition 
a- C Ajvo(a,). Thus the image of (172) for p =O is the subgroup of Ho generated 
by the cocycles satisfying (179). El5182. 
Remarks. With the above, we also characterized S(G)C F(G)C Ho as the set of 
cocycles uch that (179) holds. For the other elements F(G) we do not have a similar 
characterization. 3 0 183. 
Discussion. Since J. Leray created sheaf cohomologv in the late 19403, it is a stan- 
dard question of algebraic topology to determine 
HP@,; F) (184) 
as a function of a and of the stack F. In the context of algebraic topology, this deter- 
mination is trivial for p = 0. Presently, this is not a trivial question. On the contrary, 
it is the main question. Differently worded, our problem wi!l be to suppose (184) 
known for large p, and to find this group jbr small p, eventually for p = 0. See the 
next section. 
2. It is clear from the definiton of Leray-Kirchhoff cochains that they are depen- 
den: from one another. This will be partly clarified by some remarks on the co- 
boundary operator 
to be used below [IO; 1 O-08]. 
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Lemma. Given a E F(G), let us construct (pp = qJa) as in (169), for p = 0, . . . , n. 
Then 
(p,,l(i~,8~.,ip+l)=CDp(iOt=~~,~,”..ip+l)[Ed(Aiol\~~~~A~+,) 
for any r, 0 s rap + 1. Thus 6~0 = 0, as remarked above, and 
(186) 
4&q-,=&q, Q= 192, **a, WV 
where 6 is the coboundary operator (185). 
Proof. If T is an edge in the meet on the right-hand side of (186), both sides are 
equal to a(T). Hence (186) follows. Now 60~__ l is an alternating sum of an odd 
number of terms, having value a(r) for T. Thus (187) follows. 05 188. 
The groups #Pp. In view of Lemma 186, we consider all sequences (GO,.  . , &) of 
cochains satisfying (186). If A, p 00, and (~0, . . . , w,) is a second sequence 
satisfying (186), then (A@, + PVO, l l l , Ayl, +ply,) also satisfies this condition. Hence, 
(Pp= {((PO, l *-9 (p,,) :(186) holds} (189) 
is a vector (vector space) of these cochains. We introduce 
@Pp= (POE Cp(~; F): Zpis ifp, such that (~90, . . . , p,) E @P) (190) 
considered as a group (vector space) under addition (and scalar multiplication). 
Warning. Clearly, @P is not the direct sum of the @P,‘s. For later reference, we 
note 
@P,,={~n~Cn(~;F):Y~i, i=O,...,n-1, (qO,.=*,(Pn)E@P} (191) 
this is a group (vector space). We note that (187) holds for a sequence in @P. 
Morphism F(G)-+@P,. For given p, Olp~n, this morphism is defined by Lemma 
186. In particular, we have 
F(G)+@Pn. (192) 
This 
and 
is a group homomorphism (a 
cokernel. 
map). This may have a non-trivial kernel 
Discussion. In the algebraic theory of stacks (see [8], [9]) the coboundary operator 
S in (185) plays an important role, and we have substantial results in this connection. 
On the other hand, condition (186), which is important here, was not used in 
algebra. For this reason, it will be also helpful to consider the following group 
(vector space): 
(193) 
These are sequences of cochains satisfying condition (187). The group &l is easier 
to handle than @P. 
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Summary. For circuits Ct as in (110) the set S(G) of all states is clearly significant. 
Originally, this was defined as ,a subset of /i’, where r is the number of edges of 
G, hence generally a very large number. To characterize S(G) better we seek to find 
‘smaller’ groups (smaller dimensional vector 
S(G)cF(G), by definition, where F(G) is a 
spaces) containing this set. We have 
group (vector space). We have 
(194) S(G)cF(G)cH’(C;,;F) 
algebraic topology. Finally, higher- which brings in the group Ho known from 
dimensional cohomology groups will appear, as will be seen in the next sections, in 
view of (187) and the morphism (192). 
We will study these data in the sequel in view of the following natural question: 
If all neural vertices have in + 1 number of terminals, what can we say about the 
state a for which the values are known at the terminals of the neural vertices with 
the maximal number n + 1 of terminals? 0 8 195. 
7. The problem of constructing cpo from qn 
1. We will see that the global structure of G comes up when we suppose a pn 
given, and try to construct pn_ 1, . . . , q. successively. Once p. is obtained, this pro- 
blem is solved although no state of the circuit need to be determined by cpo. q §196. 
In engineering applications, we understand the working of ‘small’ circuits, or 
typical circuits, and try to understand from this the working of larger ctrcuits. We 
imitate this procedure here: we suppose that our probiems are solved ‘in the small’, 
and use these solutions to proceed. 08197. 
Definition. The sets Ex. With the N-circuit Ct in (1 lo), we now suppose given, for 
BrA,, and kF(B) 
(see (155, 
extension 
Ex(b; B; Ai)= (a E F(Ai): Ba= b) 
(156)); a++ Ba is the stack morphism, 
sets. 
see [ 10: % c&n 81). We call these 
Remarks. Depending on the points of view, we may (at may not include the exten- 
sion sets with the data of the circuit. Presently we prefc.r tc suppose simply that the 
problem of determination of the sets (198) has been solved for the circuits we deal 
with in the sequel. 3 As a point of fact, we do not need ii.iese sets for all B in Ai, 
only for some B’s. It would be inconvenient, however, to specify the B’s en- 
countered later, and it is simpler to include all B’s. Cl Clearly, some of the sets Ex 
may be empty, and, in fact, it is important to know this in advance. q $199. 
(198) 
2. Constructing (p. from pl. Let be given a Leray-Tech 1-cochain p1 of CT relative 
to F. We will attempt o construct a Leray-Kirchhoff O-cycle cpo using this cpl, and 
will observe what are the ‘obstructions’ to such a construction. q IQOO. 
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We form p2 = &Q ; if (p. exists, pl and this v)~ must satisfy condition (186) in view 
of (187). Concretely, we then have 
and two more si.milar conditions for i, j, k, 0 s i < j< k s m, as particular cases of 
(186). Let US now introduce Bi S Ai as follows: 
Bi=V{AiAAj: j#i,Osjlm}. 
(202) 
For i fixed, we may consider pl(i, j) as a function of j, hence a Leray-Ctch 
0-cochain of Ct 1 Bi (see (152)). By (201), this is a 0-cocycle and may determine an 
element bi E F(Bi), such that 
(AiAAj)bi=pl(i, j), j=O, . . ..m. (203) 
it is also possible of course, that the 0-cocycle in question does not determine an 
element of F(Bi).. In the first case, we select 
such that Bi&i) = bi. By the definition (198) of the extension sets, this is possible, 
if and only if Ex is #0. In the favorable case, i.e. when (204) can be satisfied for 
i=O , . . . , m, we thus define a 0-cochain (po. In this case 
= (AiA Aj)bj = (AiAAj)po(j). (209 
Hence, we in fact constructed a 0-cocycle (po, and our problem is solved Cl We 
note that (p. need not be a Leray-Kirchhoff cocycle of a state; for this the addi- 
tional condition (179) is necessary and sufficient. 
3. Obstructions to the construction of (p. from (pl. Going back to the steps of the 
construction above, we note that the construction succeeds, if and only if certain 
conditions are satisfied by the data. As in algebraic topology, in the theory of exten- 
sions of continuous maps, we may introduce ‘obstructions’ to the construction (see, 
for example, [ 19; p. 651; these questions of homotopy are not dealt with in [9], hence 
we refer to a natural continuatior. of the latter, as [19] deals with the case of spaces 
and maps). As a result of the discussion above, we have the following obstructions: 
1st obstruction: #*, 6qq do not satisfy (201); (206) 
2nd obstruction: EX(bi; Bi; Ai) = 0 for some i. (207) 
Finally, we may have PO(i) eS(Ai) for some i, in which case the 0-cocycle con- 
structed is not a Leray-Kirchoff cocycle. This can be combined with (207): 
3rd obstructio Ex(bi; Bi; Ai)nS(Ai)=O for some i. (208) 
We note that the 2nd obstruction is defined only if the 1st obstruction does not exist; 
in that case, however, it is completely determined. 
Instead of saying that an obstruction does or does not exist, in the theory oi 
obstructions to extensions of continuous maps, one introduces invariants to 
measure the obstructions. Similar methods can be used here. For example, with any 
c+, we may form 
w(i,j,k)=Co,(i,k)lEd(==g)-Col(i,j)IEd(oo=) (209) 
where ..* stands for the meet appearing in (201). This w measures the 1st obstruc- 
tion, as our construction can proceed, if and only if w is zero. 
We could similarly discuss the other steps of the construction, but this will suffice 
presently. 38210. 
4. Construction of (pl from vp2. Let a Leray-tech 2-cochain clp2 of cy relative to F 
be given. The question now is: under what conditions is ~2 a Leray-Kirchhoff 
cochain of Ct, and how can we construct a corresponding (pO? It will be sufficient 
to construct a pi, and to apply the previous results to this. 08211. 
As a 0-th obstruction to our construction, we may take Scp2, as this must be 0 by 
(187) (and by d2 = 0) for the construction to succeed. Next, acp2 =0 does not imply 
that (Pi =Sw as required by (187), thus we may introduce the 
1st obstruction: 1(p2 E H2(ca; F), (212) 
which is a cohomology class (I maps cocycles into cohomology classes, by definition, 
see (10; 10-24)). If the I-st obstruction is 0, we have a w&?(cr; F) such that 
&=92- (213) 
If, amongst he cochains w satisfying (213), there are some which also satisfy (186) 
for p = 1, any of them may be selected as pl, and the previous construction can be 
applied. 
Specifically, using the notations of algebraic topology, we have the following. 
The coboundary operator maps 
c; ‘(a; F)LZ ‘(&Y; F)) (214) 
onto B’(c(a; F)), which contains (p2. In (214), there is a single element mapped 
onto the given p2. If this is w + 2 ‘, then all candidates for our choice are 
{pl E w+Z’: (~I,92 satisfy (186)). (215) 
Some of these may lead to a 9po by the previous construction. 
5. With the means we now have at our disposal, we could repeat the discussion 
above describing how to pass from 9p to 9,,_ 1, if this is possible, but we will make 
only a few remarks about this. El 6216. 
In view of (187), it is useful to distinguish the cases p = 2q and p = 2q t 1. If a 
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cochain cpQ is given, we must have 8~~ =0, hence we consider &z(l as the 0-th 
obstruction to the construction. Next, supposing &Q=O, we have 
1st obstmtion: l#zq E H2q(&; 0, (217) 
a cohomology class. We note that this is clearly a global cohomology invariant of 
the circuit Ct, more precisely of a in (168) relative to the stack F. With the continua- 
tion of this discussion other invariants and obstructions appear as above. We will 
not presently carry this discussion further, as we cannot add anything substantial 
to the previous remarks; We will see in Section 9 that this method is implicitly used 
in electrical engineering, but there, of course, only the cases p = 2,1 a :e needed. Fur- 
thermore, in the case of linear networks of electrical engineering, the above becomes 
trivial in a different way. Nevertheless, it is quite important for us to note presently 
that the steps used in the constructions above are effectively needed in some special 
instances uch as deducing the differential equation (237) below. 
6. As before, n + 1 is the maximal number of terminals of NE ,,I, in Ct; let 
Nl , . . . , N, be all the neural vertices with n + 1 terminals. Any element of 
Co+ ) x l . . x C(N,) (218) 
is a cochain CD,,, and 8~~ = 0, hence any pn can be used in a rs;lstruction which may 
or may not lead to a Leray-Kirchhoff cocycle (p,=-: ~~(a). We found some of the 
obstructions in pleasingly invariant form (217); the meaning of others is not clear 
yet. 
For the most complex electrical networks, n 5 2; in this case we described all the 
obstructions (206)-(215) we may encounter. If biological applications were possible, 
n could be in the neighborhood of 100 000, and we could encounter 50 000 obstruc- 
tions (217), and others in larger number which were not described. Cl 8219. 
8. N-Circuits with restricted types of condition sets 
1. In the next two sections we discuss examples, elementary applications, and 
related questions; hence the general theory will not be further developed in this 
paper. Presently, however, we will still deal with a general and abstract aspect of 
circuits supposing only a slight restriction on the nature of condition sets for 
metallic vertices, a condition which, seems to be satisfied in all applications so 
far. Cl 8220. 
In Example 115 we noted the following. If we reverse the orientation of all edges 
of G, and exchange the sets of vertices .&‘, L+, we get a new circuit Ct’, with s(Ct’) 
isomorphic to s(Ct). The lattices LG and Lk (see Definition 120) of the two circuits 
can be identified, however, the lattices of neurons L and L’ arc quite different, of 
course. In fact, it is easy to see that if A EL nL’, then A i; a component of G (in 
the sense of abstract simplicial complexes). This shows how different is the role of 
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the neural and metallic vertices in the discussion of the preceding sections. However, 
there was no property formulated concerning the condition sets at metallic or neural 
vertices which would in any way distinguish them. 05221. 
Taking our cue from electrical engineering applications, we now formulate a pro- 
perty which will restrict the condition sets allowed at metallic vertices only. Let us 
consider an electrical engineering application vvith A as in (2). Let us number 
W,, W, l ** 9 (Nk, M) all the edges ending at the metallic vertex M. Let il, . . . , ik 
denote the current intensities and ul, . . . , ok the potentials in these edges. Then (112) 
holds by Kirchhoff’s node law and by the basic properties of the potential; we now 
suppose that the whole flat ( 112) is the condition set C(M). This set now depends 
on k only 
C(M)=C[k] (k= 1,2, . ..). (222) 
We srly that C[k], whose equations are (112), is a (type of) universal condition set. 
(By the way, we find this universal condition set, whenever we have a ‘flow’ with 
intensity and potential defined.) Let us next note that C[k] C/lk is symmetric with 
respect o permutation of factors of Ak in the natural sense: if 
f :Ak4Ak, f(~l,...,~k)=(~j,,...,~j~) 
where j,, . . . , jk is a permutation of 1, . . . , k, then 
fC[k] = C[k]. 
(223) 
(224) 
This dependence of the condition sets on k alone, and the symmetry of these sets 
can be generalized: 
Construction. For k = 1,2, . . . , we suppose given a subset C[k] of Ak which is sym- 
metric in the sense of (223), (224). Given a graph G and XE VeG, a condition set 
at X can be constructed as follows: we number the edges of EdG(X), we denote cp 
the bijection of A” onto the set of all maps EdG(X)+A obtained from this 
numbering, and denote C(X) the set pC[k]. Cl Justificcrtion. If v, maps 
(A, 3 a-0, &.) E Ak into the Tj+Aj function, then a different numbering maps this 
element into Q-$ function where f is a permutation. By (223), (224) we obtain 
the same C(X) set. Consequently, this set Pp3 completely determined by the sequence 
of the sets 
C[l] (k= 1,2,...), (229 
called universal condition sets, and independent of the numbering selected for the 
edges of G(X). 
Definition. We say that (225) is the sequence of universal condition sets for the 
metallic vertices of tk N-circui! Ct, if C(X)= C[k] is obtained Z:y construction (225) 
for XE .A’. Then 
Ct = {A; G; 4 ’ 1; C[k]; C(X), XE < 1 } (226) 
are the data of the circuit. 
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Remarks In some concrete cases (such as the electrical engineering application 
described in p=qagraph 222), the universal condition sets are furthermore convex 
sets, flats in Ilk, or vector subspaces of Ak. q Q227. 
2. One would expect, that, in some ways, circuits of the type (226) should be easier 
to handle than general N-circuits. However, the restriction Ct 1 A of a circuit Ct in 
(226) is not a circuit with universal condition sets, as will be illustrated below. As 
restrictions were extensively used in the preceding sections, it is clear that we cannot 
use circuits of the type (226) exclusively. 08228. 
To illustrate the fact that restriction of (226) need not be of the same type, let us 
consider a circuit with C[k] defined in (112). If A is a subgraph of G, ME VeA, and 
G(M) contains k edges, whereas A(M) contains I< k edges, then the condition set 
at A4 in A is 
. 
9, , . . . ,b, arbitrary, vj, = l ** = ujl (229) 
by (15 1). Thus (229) is not C[I]. 
For circuits of type (226) the question of determination of the extension sets 
(198) should be easier, at least in some concrete cases such as linear condition sets, 
etc. 0 $230. 
3. Let us mention, finally, that we may also consider circuits where a finite ilumber 
of condition sets 
c, CA”, . . . . CscAk (231) 
are given in advance, and at each vertex the condition set is either a C[k] or one 
of the sets (231) (the former being metallic points and the latter neural points). Of 
course, this is meaningful only if s in (231) is much smaller than the number of 
neural vertices of the graph. We have this in the case of electrical engineering ap- 
plications, as will be illustrated in the next section. 
9. Some remarks on electrical circuits 
1. We will discuss briefly two applications of the preceding theory. In this section 
we consider electrical circuits. Cl $232. 
Given, for example, a radio receiver, we can associate with it an N-circuit (see 
Definitions 28, 110) as follows. We distinguish between circuit elements, such as 
resistors, transistors, etc., and the wires of the circuit. For each circuit element we 
select a neural vertex N of the graph G to be constructed, and denote (1 the set of 
these. We denote ,A/ the set of those metallic points where several wires come 
together (or two wires coming from two circuit elements are in contact). We set 
VeG = .J U = t , and we introduce the edges of G according to the wiring diagram of 
the receiver. Let us emphasize that in our method even two terminal circuit elements 
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correspond to vertices of the graph, and, roughly sTated, wires correspond to edges, 
whereas in the conventional method the edges of the graph correspond to two ter- 
minal elements, and thus, conventionally there would be no way to consider three 
terminal elements. An example of this is worked gut in [4; p. 60, Figures 2.11 and 
2.12); see also the first paragraph 112; pa 511. El§233. 
As we deal with alternating currents, we seiect /1 as in (20). Next, we must con- 
struct he condition set for each vertex. For metallic vertices, the condition sets were 
already discussed, see (112). For two terminal elements, the conventional approach 
can be used. For three terminal elements, such as vacuum tubes or transistors, we 
follow the method of paragraph 113. Here the literature of electronics is of no help, 
as fhe general concept of condition set does not seem to be known, the concept of 
‘k-port’ being not entirely adequate for our purpose. 05234. 
2. With this, we have the data of an N-circuit in the sense of Definition 10, and we 
can apply the methods and the results of our theory. We will illustrate this by referr- 
ing to the circuit, to be denoted Ct,, on Figures 61, p. 237 of [14]. q $235. 
In Ct, the circuit elements are a vacuum tube, a resistor, a capacitor, and two 
coils. For each of these we have a neural vertex in GP, hence ..$, has five elements. 
The places denoted a, 6, k in the figure plus a vertex k’ on the left of k form ,RP. 
For the metallic vertices k, k’, WC must take into account the induction between the 
coils, hence we must use equations [14; p. 83, (lo), (1 l)] for the condition set. For 
the other metallic vetices, see (112). For the vacuum tube, ISk==O, Za=f(U”) give the 
condition set in the notation of [ 141; the other non-metallic condition sets are also 
cleMy described in [ 141. 3 $236. 
Ii we follow up the reasoning of Section 7, where we have seen how to determine 
cp() frcm cpz, we get the differential equation 
Lj’+ Rh; (J-f(M&)=O, (237) 
i.e. (14; p. 238, (2)]. Hence, in this particular case, all we did reduces to the well 
known facts about the circuit. This is as it should be, as this particular case is 
classically well understood. We would like to emphasize though that, even in this 
case, OUT results cover all the known facts, up to the discussion of the properties 
of the solutions of (237). 
10. A difficult question: Biollogical systems and N-circuits 
1. Starting from scratch, we want to describe N-circuits (see Definition 110) given 
by biological systems, atrd follow this up with some aditional remarks. The mathe- 
matical concepts introduced earlier are quite essential here. We will follow the 
method of paragraphs 233-236 using the physical system itself to define the graph 
the circuit, and now even tb,e group A, and the condition sets C(X). Recalling 
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what was said in paragraphs 6-13 of the Introduction may be helpful here, but we 
must also amend some things said there, in particular the definition of n in (6), 
etc. Cl $238. 
2. Preliminary remarks. We consider a biological system B consisting of cells. 
Some of the cells are specialized and called neurons. Cl Part of the specialization 
of a neuron N is to have a number of axons protruding from the body of N, and 
to have so called processes. If A is one of the axons, there are bulbous parts of A 
which are ‘touching’ the processes of another neurons N’. At the point of contact 
of A and N’ there is a so &led synaptic cleft. Several axons of N may touch N’. 
However, a single synaptic cleft is sandwiched between well defined neurons N and 
N’. q Through the material of the synaptic cleft, there may be a transfer of 
chemicals, there may be a potential difference, there may be a wandering of ions 
resulting in a current, which can be measured in amps, etc. 0 All the data involved 
in the transfer define a group /1, same for the whole system. 0 For example, if there 
is no transfer of chemicals, and no heat transfer, but there is potential difference 
and current, the /1 defined may be (2) or (20) depending on the case. Cl Let us note 
that, when specifying the transfer, an arbitrary ordering of the two cells N, N’ may 
be selected, hence the star automorphism of paragraph 20 appears here. See 
paragraphs 20,33,78. We need here the full generality of the mathematical theory 
concerning /i. Cl 8239. 
3. A given biological system B defines an N-circuit Ct, in the sense of Definition 
110 according to the following prescriptions. q l$240. 
The group A. This is defined by B as indicated in paragraph 239 above. •1 Option 
1. We suppose that, objectively, there is transfer between cells in nature, hence there 
is a group thus defined. q Option 2. We select the transfer to be considered and 
choose the appropriate /1. Cl The remarks in paragraphs 36, 38, 39 may apply here; 
recall also the Kunneth exact sequence of algebraic topology. Cl $241. 
The gruph Gs. We denote c f the set of neurons of B, and I /( the set of all synaptic 
clefts between neurons of B (see paragraph 239). We set VeGB= t /f U. fi. q We 
consider pairs 
(neuron N, synaptic cleft M). (242) 
By definition 
(N, M) E: EdGs iff A4 is between N and N’, (2.j 3) 
where N’ is any other neuron, and ‘between’ means that N and N’ are in contact 
in the sense of paragraph 239: either N has an axon whose bulbous part ;>ndwiches 
M with N’, or the same thing with the roles of N and N’ exchanged. 
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The condition sets in Ct,. For ME. 4, C(M) = C*[2], constructed in (33), by 
definition. i7 By (243) and (24) EdGB(N) is a set of pairs, the first coordinate of 
each pair being the given neuron N. This sel: is determined by the set of second co- 
ordinates, which we now number as 
MO ? .**9 4= (244) 
A sequence (Jo, . . . , A,), Ai 4, belongs to C’(N), if and only if the neuron can exist 
in a state in which the state at Mj is given by Ai. Thus !?(?!i) = Ai, i = 0, . . . , p, is a 
function 
b : EdG&V)+/I. (245) 
The set of all these functions is, by definition, C(N). 0 Option 1. We suppose that, 
by the nature of the neuron, certain functions (245) are possible, others are not. 
Option 2. We suppose that, with the method selected, certain functions (245) can 
be obtained, others cannot be obtained. q In addition, let us note that there is no 
question of independent ‘activity’ on the part of the neurons. This concept is 
entirely ‘static’: certain functions (245) are in C(N), others are not. c1 In other 
words, in this view, the neuron N may have its independent life, but as far as CtB 
is concerned, its role is uniquely and exclusively to determine 
C(N)zC’(N)cN’+‘, (246) 
i.e. the &o/e condition set. 
Remarks. In an electrical circuit sometimes many neural vertices are connected to 
a single metallic vertex. On the other hand, in GB there are precisely two neural 
vertices JV, N’ connected to a metallic vertex M. This is purely a question of con- 
ventions, and has no objective significance. (See the construction of paragraph 
116, when . f is selected to be the set of all vertices of G.) Cl As noted above, a 
biological system generally consists of cells some of which are neurons, and others 
which are not neurons. We considered neurons only, but other cells in their interac- 
tions with neurons could be included in the picture. We will not describe this adjust- 
ment. : 1$247. 
4. The definition of GB in paragraph 242 cannot be controversial, as it is only a 
specific way to label things. Similarly, the definition of C(M) in paragraph 244 is 
also just a convemion. However, the construction of C(N), N neuron, may require 
a practically, or even tileoretically impossible construction, hence it ma.y be con- 
troversial. :.:§248. 
To elaborate, the construction of C(N) requires the knowledge of: (1) 
simultaneous values of p+ 1 variables; (2) the set of all of these. Now p + 1 here 
is, by our definition, the number of synaptic clefts between N and other neurons 
touchinr, N. (This more precise definition should now replace the definition of n in 
(6i).) lb]. [7] suggest hat this may be a truly large number. If what precedes is 
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criticized on this basis, we do not have a good answer, but we can refer to Section 
9, where we cc7ncluded that even the simplest radio is not that simple. More hope- 
fully, let us add tizat it still may be possible to find out enough about the C(N) con- 
dition sets to reach certain conclusions. q #249. 
Biologists may also object that considering Ct, can be irrelevant for reasons a, b 
to be discussed next. 
a. Objection. In an organism the number of neurons changes in time, hence form- 
ing Ct, with a fixed set of neurons makes the construction useless. q Answer. We 
may include the time t in the definition of A, include both the neurons which even- 
tually appear together with those which eventually disappear, and define C(N) 
accordingly. 0 $25 1. 
b. Objection. The main role of neurons is ‘firing’. When a neuron spontaneously 
fires, it receives and sends energy to other neurons. q Answer. The author believes 
that the essential role of neurons is to set up conditions on the possible state of the 
system according to the preceding theory. In this respect we have the same situation 
as in electrical circuits. This, however, is not in contradiction with what was said 
about ‘firing’, except for the spontaneity of the firing. In fact, firing may be an in- 
terference or resonance phenomenon: a given neuron may go through stages, some 
of which are observed as the firing of the neuron. 05252. 
5. The general theory of circuits is in its first state of development, hence we cannot 
expect much in the way of applications. Nevertheless, in (217) we found the obstruc- 
tion cohomology classes 
(253) 
which do have meaning here, if we consider the biological Ct, otherwise accep- 
table. Without going into details at this point, let us simply say that it is a 
mathematical fact elaborated in [9], [lo], ill], that (253) is a global invariant of the 
lattice of neurons L =L(CtB) in (120) and of F in Definition 158. If B is a whole 
organism, (253) is of global character both in the mathematical and in the usual 
sense. We believe that this result is a good sign for the theory, as it was obtained 
in a purely mathematical way, and not on philosophical grounds. 
6. There are numerous phenomena which seem to be in good agreement with the 
ideas expressed above and illustrated by (253). Let us mention two of these. q $254. 
1. Acupuncture. Chinese healers are able to stop pain by inserting a few needles in 
carefully selected and wide& placed points of the body. We feel that this is entirely 
compatible with (253): some small changes of F at the right places may change 
radically 
H2q(&; F). (25% 
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Then new obstructions may ble present, hence the state, which includes the sensation 
of pain, cannot arise. 
2. Cell division and cancer. Instead of an organism B, we can probably form cir- 
cuits Ct, with single cells C. Vertices may then be large molecules or specific 
substances of the cell C. There may be ‘neural vertices’ N1, . . . , Nk of this circuit 
Ctc such that one element (p of 
c(.N,) x -0. x C(N,J (256) 
corresponds to the state of cell division, and that no other element of (256) has this 
property. We suppose that in case the normal number of neighboring cells is pre- 
sent, no state can arise having up component in (256). However, even with other 
neighboring cells present, an outside source can imprint the state q~ of (256). Such 
an outside source may be radiation, chemical or mechanical action on the cell, etc., 
depending on the case. After such an action, the cell has cp component in (256), 
hence starts to divide. This will be ‘abnormal cell division’ manifesting itself as 
cancer. 
It is hardly necessary to emphasize that what was said in the two preceding para- 
graphs are not results of the theory. These are just embryonic ideas in line with the 
theory. They could be false, without invalidating anything said before them. 
‘7 $257. 
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